
Sweetheart 861 

Chapter 861: a family of three should look like one 

 

“stupid woman, stop hiding. come out now!” mu yichen urged impatiently. 

luo chenxi lied through her teeth. ” wait a moment. wait until tang tang falls asleep … ” 

“she must have fallen asleep. if you don’t want to wake her up, come out immediately! otherwise, i’ll 

tear down the door and wake her up. i can’t care about that.” 

the bedroom door was made of ordinary solid wood, but it was not as strong as the anti-theft door. 

if mu yichen were to kick her a few times, she would immediately turn into scrap metal. 

‘violent maniac’, luo chenxi cursed him in her heart. 

she dawdled in the room for a while. 

mu yichen did not rush her anymore. he walked back to the living room on his own. 

luo chenxi bit her lip and braced herself to stand up. she walked to the door and opened it. 
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mu yichen was waiting for her on the sofa in the middle of the living room. 

luo chenxi took a quick glance and noticed that mu yichen had already removed his suit jacket on his 

own and placed it on her clothes rack. he was leaning against her sofa with his legs crossed. he looked 

relaxed and at ease while holding her iPad in his hand. 

it was just like when they were still living with the mu family. 

if an outsider came in, they would definitely think that he was the master of the house. 

luo chenxi walked up to him and took a deep breath. ” mu yichen, you should go back now. ” 

mu yichen raised his head and said, ” i wanted to bring you guys back, but now that tang tang is already 

asleep, i have no choice but to stay here for the night. ” 

luo chenxi widened her eyes upon hearing his words. 

“mu yichen, do you not understand what i’m saying? i said ‘you’ can go back, not ‘us’! you’re the only 

one going back, tang tang and i will continue to live here!” 

mu yichen squinted his eyes and his voice turned colder. ” i’ve made it clear that we should act like a 

family of three. what’s the point of living separately? you and tang tang must come back with me!” 

luo chenxi was exasperated. ” what family of three? i’ve told you so many times, i want to break up with 

you! don’t you understand what breaking up is?” 

as soon as she finished speaking, the man’s expression changed and he grabbed her wrist. 



with a flip of her body, she was now lying flat on the sofa. 

mu yichen’s strong and powerful body was pressing on top of her. he looked down at her in a 

threatening manner. 

“what are you doing? luo chenxi, i dare you to say that again!” 

luo chenxi stared at his handsome face that was blushing slightly due to his anger. she forced herself to 

calm down and softened her tone. 

“mu yichen, it’s boring if you keep pestering me like this. i’ve already made myself clear. you can’t 

change the truth even if you deny it …” 

“so, you’ve made up your mind to break up with me?” mu yichen scoffed coldly. 

“… that’s right.” luo chenxi nodded. 

“there’s no room for discussion?” 

“… no.” 

mu yichen stared at her coldly. ” may i ask why you want to break up with me? ” what are you not 

satisfied with?” 

” well … ” luo chenxi had thought of an excuse long ago. ” i’m just an ordinary girl while you’re the high 

and mighty young master mu. you’re born into a true wealthy family. i think … our family backgrounds 

are too different. we’re really not suitable for each other. ” 

mu yichen sneered. ” is this the first day you’ve known me? could it be that you didn’t know i was a 

member of the mu family before? you’re only telling me today that your family background doesn’t 

match and that you’re not suitable?” 

Chapter 862: i have already given you a chance! 

 

luo chenxi felt uneasy all over when she was stared at by his starry eyes that were as cold as midnight. 

a feeling of guilt filled his entire body, and he almost couldn’t continue acting. 

“at first, i also thought that we could get used to each other, but later on … i felt that the pressure was 

too great.” 

“as the mu family’s young madam, you have to maintain your manners and words. you can’t do anything 

that will embarrass the mu family. she had to attend all kinds of banquets and social events, and interact 

with a group of arrogant upper-class people. she also has to deal with all kinds of scandals about her 

husband in the newspapers, and she’s worried that other women will take her place.” 

“these … are all pressure to me! i really can’t take it anymore.” 

luo chenxi blinked her large eyes pitifully. ” mu yichen, if you really like me, can you bear to let me bear 

all this? ” 



she knew that mu yichen could not resist her coquettish behavior the most. 

therefore, he had deliberately put on such a posture. 

as expected, mu yichen’s breathing stopped for a second because of her little animal-like gaze. 
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however, the next second, he came back to his senses and snorted. ” i’m willing. of course, i’m willing. ” 

“you …!” 

luo chenxi did not expect such an answer from him and she almost lost her ability to do so. 

when he proposed to her, he even said that he liked her and couldn’t bear for her to suffer even a little! 

mu yichen’s expression was cold. he ignored her faint struggle and maintained his posture that was 

holding her down firmly as he spoke calmly. 

” first, you’re an art student. your understanding of fashion is better than my mother’s. it’s easy for you 

to maintain your image. it’s no pressure at all. ” 

” secondly, you’re the young mistress of the mu family. no matter what social occasion it is, your status 

is the highest. only others will try to please you. you don’t have to do so at all. if anyone makes you 

unhappy, you can just tell them to get lost. where’s the pressure coming from? ” 

“third, when did i have all kinds of scandals in the newspapers? you still don’t know if the gossip is true 

or false? i can’t even teach you the family rules every day. you work hard day and night, and you still 

have the time to teach others? do you really think i have an endless supply of energy?” 

luo chenxi was in a daze as she listened to him. her face blushed immediately when she heard mu yichen 

mention the family rules at the end. 

and what … toiling day and night? 

do you have any shame? 

mu yichen refuted her excuses one by one. 

then, he continued to question,’these reasons … are not valid! stop making up excuses to fool me. tell 

me clearly, why do you want to break up?” 

“i … this …” 

luo chenxi stammered as she racked her brains to come up with a new excuse. 

mu yichen noticed that her eyes were darting around. it was obvious that she was still thinking of a way 

to brush him off. he was so angry that he laughed at once. 

he suddenly leaned close to luo chenxi’s ear and blew gently at her fair earlobe. he pouted his thin lips 

ever so slightly. ” i’m warning you. if you lie to me again and i expose you … just wait for me to teach you 

the family rules. don’t even think about getting out of bed until you’re obedient! ” 

luo chenxi shuddered in secret. she cursed the man for being utterly shameless. 



this threat really made her flustered. 

however, it wasn’t enough to make her forget how she ended up in this state! 

she took a deep breath. ” mu yichen, why are you so annoying? do i have to tell the truth? i just don’t 

like you anymore. i’m now …” 

“very good!” 

mu yichen interrupted her in a fit of rage,”i’ve already given you a chance!” 

Chapter 863: he knew, he knew, he knew … 

 

luo chenxi felt the weight on her body lighten. 

mu yichen suddenly let go of her and stood up. 

“you …” 

luo chenxi sat up as well. 

just when she thought that the man had left in a fit of anger, mu yichen stopped in his tracks. he took 

out a document and tossed it at luo chenxi. 

“do you still remember … what this is?” 

luo chenxi lowered her head to take a look. 

almost in an instant, all the blood in her body seemed to have been sucked out, and her hands and feet 

became cold. 

on the file made of kraft paper, the name and logo of “harmony hospital” were clearly marked! 
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how did mu yichen know that she had gone to harmony hospital for a consultation? 

the scene of her meeting bo tingyuan and his wife the other day suddenly flashed in luo chenxi’s mind. 

she understood the situation a little. 

bo tingyuan must have mentioned her to mu yichen. mu yichen must have gotten suspicious and sent 

someone to investigate … 

since that was the case, she did not need to think to know that mu yichen should have found out about 

it … that part … 

the history that she didn’t want to mention the most … 

luo chenxi’s face was ghastly pale. she collapsed on the sofa at once. 

his mind was almost blank, and only one thought was left: he knew, he knew, he knew … 

what would mu yichen think of her? 



would he feel that she was not the kind of girl he had imagined, and would hate her from then on? 

mu yichen’s expression was cold. he was already prepared to condemn her. 

he planned to educate this little woman verbally after exposing the truth. then, he would throw her on 

the bed and continue to educate her with his hands and feet. 

after all, this stupid woman had hidden such an important thing from him and did not treat him as her 

man at all. no matter how he looked at it, it was a great sin! 

however, his heart softened at once when he saw luo chenxi’s despairing expression and her trembling 

body. 

“stupid woman … luo chenxi, what’s wrong with you? don’t scare me!” 

he walked to luo chenxi’s side in quick strides and clasped her shoulders. he pulled her into his arms and 

hugged her tightly. 

mu yichen felt the little woman’s body was unusually cold and stiff in his arms. a wave of vexation arose 

in his heart. 

at this moment, he even felt a little regretful. 

if he had known that exposing the truth would make this little woman so sad, he would not have been 

so impulsive just now. instead, he would have continued to play dumb! 

however, it was too late to say anything now. 

as for education, he had completely thrown it to the back of his mind. 

he tightened his arms and hugged luo chenxi even more tightly. 

he looked at her with a face full of worry. ” chenxi, chenxi, what’s wrong with you? don’t … don’t be 

nervous, don’t scare me! i … i don’t have any other intentions. i went to the hospital to check the 

medical records because i wanted to know the reason why you rejected my proposal. actually, i don’t 

mind at all … luo chenxi, are you listening to me?” 

mu yichen explained non-stop. he could not help frowning when he saw that the little woman was still in 

a daze. 

“stupid woman, say something! if you don’t say anything, i’ll kiss you!” 

he pinched luo chenxi’s chin and forced her to look up. 

luo chenxi only calmed down gradually when she felt the man’s scorching body temperature. 

whatever had happened in the past, good or bad, was her personal experience. it was a part of her life 

that could not be erased. it was not that she could not accept the reality. 

it was just that she had been exposed too suddenly, causing her to fall into a state of confusion. 

Chapter 864: do i look like a man who would force his wife to die just to have a child? 

 



it was as if they had returned to the darkest days of the past. 

after she calmed down, luo chenxi understood that this matter was unavoidable. 

if mu yichen wanted to understand, he would find out the truth sooner or later. 

she took a few deep breaths and felt that she was gradually recovering from the fear and panic of being 

trapped in an icehouse. then, she raised her hand and gently pushed mu yichen’s chest. 

“mu yichen, you … let me go …” 

mu yichen did not want to let her go. 

however, luo chenxi’s reaction earlier had obviously frightened him. 

he furrowed his brows slightly, but decided to follow her wishes and let go. 

luo chenxi shifted toward the other end of the sofa to put some distance between her and mu yichen. 
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the expression on his face also returned to calmness. 

or rather, he was too calm. 

mu yichen’s impression of luo chenxi had always been that she was intelligent and sweet. he had never 

seen her with such a cold expression before. 

luo chenxi raised her head and took a glance at mu yichen. the corners of her lips were curled into a self-

deprecating smile. ” you knew everything? ” 

mu yichen nodded. ” that’s right. i’ve already obtained the relevant information about your treatment 

from harmony hospital. there’s also the medical records and medical records. it turns out that you’ve 

been hiding such a big thing from me! why didn’t you tell me earlier?” 

luo chenxi pursed her lips. her gaze was dejected. she shook her head with a confused expression. ” i … i 

don’t know either. how do you want me to explain this? ” 

“what do you mean? what else do you want to say?” 

mu yichen had been telling himself to stay calm and to restrain himself. 

this stupid woman was already nervous and scared enough. he should not do anything to agitate her. 

even so, he could not quite suppress the rage in his heart upon hearing luo chenxi’s words. 

because this stupid woman knew too well how to make him angry. 

“luo chenxi, what kind of person do you take me for? what did he think the mu family was? wasn’t it just 

a physical problem that prevented her from having children? what was the big deal? i already have tang 

tang. i don’t care if i have a second child or not! i’m not the only one in the mu family. can’t yiling and 

weiwei have a child?” 

“do i look like a man who would force his wife to die for the sake of having a child?” 



mu yichen’s pent-up anger was suppressed in his chest. he could not breathe no matter what. 

therefore, even though he tried his best to restrain himself, he still spoke louder and louder towards the 

end, and the expression on his face became uglier and uglier. 

luo chenxi looked at him in a daze. ” b-but … tang tang wants a younger brother and sister so badly … so 

do your parents … ” 

mu yichen was exasperated. 

he repeatedly told himself not to lower himself to the same level as this stupid woman before he could 

resist breaking her slender neck. 

“you even believe tang tang’s words! look at how much she likes to act coquettishly. she’s even jealous 

of me sleeping with you. it’s no wonder she’s jealous now that we really have a younger brother and 

sister! as for his parents, who cared if they wanted grandchildren? if you really want it, ask mu yiling to 

give birth to it. it has nothing to do with me anyway. i already have tang tang!” 

as for whether mu yiling, who insisted on not getting married every day, would be so depressed that he 

would jump off a building after being forced to get married by his parents … what did that have to do 

with him? 

he only wanted his little woman. how could he care about the rest of the mu family? 

luo chenxi looked at mu yichen. tears welled up in her eyes without her control. 

even so, she had already guessed that mu yichen would say that. 

however, when she really heard his sincere confession, she was still shocked and could not help herself. 

Chapter 865: she was destined to lose everything she had 

 

this man really loved her … 

the intensity of this feeling was beyond her imagination. 

luo chenxi had always been feeling insecure. even though she and mu yichen had fallen in love with each 

other and were living a dream-like happy life every day, she had always felt uneasy and confused. 

sometimes, when she woke up in the middle of the night and saw the handsome and cold face of the 

man who was lying next to her and holding her tightly, she would often suspect that she was dreaming. 

otherwise, how could a girl like her, who had fallen into the abyss and was destined to be alone for the 

rest of her life, be able to get a man like mu yichen? 

although he was sharp-tongued and arrogant, young master mu was steady, considerate, and reliable. 

including that handsome face and perfect figure, he was the ideal type that she had dreamed of since 

she was young. 

how … could all of this have happened? 



she was destined to lose everything she had since she was young. 
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she had biological parents, but she was left in an orphanage. after she was acknowledged by the luo 

family, she was forced to marry on her behalf. 

he thought that he could start his career after going to country Y, but he was expelled and left in 

disgrace. 

she thought that with a child, she would have the only blood-related relative in the world, but in the 

end, she lost her … 

even her adoptive mother, who had always been dependent on each other, had been in danger several 

times because of her. 

everything was like the sand between his fingers. 

he thought he could hold it tightly, but it disappeared in the end. 

therefore, even though she looked elegant, confident, and carefree, she was actually very cautious in a 

certain corner of her heart. 

she loved mu yichen deeply, but it was precisely because of her deep love that she was even more afraid 

that she would face mu yichen’s loathing gaze one day. she was afraid that the two of them would drift 

apart in the end. 

no one could understand such fear. 

she couldn’t say it out loud … 

however, she never expected mu yichen to be so persistent toward her. 

even though the man who was holding her shoulder tightly and shouting sternly had a ferocious 

expression on his face at the moment and he no longer looked as elegant and calm as he usually did, luo 

chenxi felt that young master mu was countless times more handsome than he usually was. 

this was because she could truly feel the feelings in mu yichen’s heart. 

without any reservations … 

she took a deep breath and touched the man’s well-defined side profile with her trembling hand. 

“mu yichen, i … i’m very grateful that you can think in this way, but i … i can’t harm you! even if you and 

the rest of the mu family don’t care if i can have children, but … but that matter …” 

at this point, her lips trembled and she could not continue. 

mu yichen was slightly stunned. ” what do you mean by that? after the car accident, other than having 

difficulty in giving birth, did you have any other side effects?” 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment upon hearing his words. 

for some reason, she felt that mu yichen’s question was a little strange. 



when she raised her head again, she saw mu yichen’s slightly furrowed brows and worried expression. 

she felt even more puzzled in her heart. 

according to young master mu’s usual style, if he knew that she had been pregnant with another man’s 

child, he would definitely go crazy. no matter how much he pretended to be magnanimous, he would 

still be jealous for a few days. it was absolutely impossible for him to be so calm … 

she pondered for a moment before she probed,”mu yichen, do you know how i got into the car 

accident?” 

mu yichen was stunned for a moment. soon after, he became excited. ” what do you mean? could it be 

that someone had planned to hit you with a car? who was it? what was going on? tell me clearly, and 

hubby will get justice for you!” 

Chapter 866: what else can i do? i can only forgive her 

 

mu yichen’s thoughts were completely off the mark … 

upon hearing his words, luo chenxi understood the situation at once. 

mu yichen did not seem to know that she was in a car accident when she was eight months pregnant. 

otherwise, he wouldn’t have had such a reaction. 

four years ago, on the day of the car accident, she had gone to the hospital for a prenatal examination. 

however, on the way, her leg suddenly cramped up, and she stood in the middle of the road for a few 

more seconds. 

at that time, there were not many people on that road, and there were very few cars passing by. 

however, that day, a truck just happened to rush over and hit her … 

when luo chenxi went to yihe hospital for an examination, she had explained the situation to the old 

specialist in detail. 
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however, mu yichen was completely clueless about this … 

luo chenxi shook her head subconsciously. ” that’s not what i meant. even though the perpetrator has 

yet to be caught, this should be an accident. ” 

‘mu yichen doesn’t know about the child …’ 

luo chenxi knew that she should take the initiative to tell him about this matter. 

she should not hide anything from a man who loved her so deeply. 

however, she did not know why she could not say anything. 



that was equivalent to tearing open the deepest and most painful wound in her heart again and 

exposing it in front of the person she loved the most … 

even if she knew that she should do this, she … did not have the courage to do so for the time being. 

mu yichen could tell that her face was pale and her gaze was wavering. he thought that she was still in a 

state of fear as she recalled the scene of the car accident. 

he quickly went forward and hugged her again. 

“alright, stupid woman, those things are already in the past. don’t think about it anymore, do you hear 

me? i’ll protect you well in the future and won’t let you have such an accident again.” 

mu yichen held her slender waist with one hand while the other ran his fingers through her long, 

smooth hair as if he was stroking a kitten’s fur. 

mu yichen’s rage was appeased when he felt the rare gentleness and reliance of the little woman in his 

arms. 

forget it, forget it. no matter how disobedient or willful his woman was, wasn’t she the result of his own 

pampering? 

it didn’t seem to do him any good to get angry with her, other than angering himself to death. 

what else could he do? 

he could only forgive her. 

mu yichen lowered his head and planted a gentle kiss on luo chenxi’s fair and smooth forehead. 

“alright, stop messing with me. the child is really not important. tang tang is our daughter. i’ve heard 

from the psychiatrist that when tang tang is a little older, she will be able to undergo a deeper hypnosis 

to make her forget the past completely. in the future, she will only remember that you are her mother 

and can also call you mother.” 

mu yichen paused for a moment before he continued,”come home with me tomorrow morning when 

tang tang is awake.” 

upon hearing this, the woman who was lying in his arms like a lazy kitten suddenly froze. 

then, she pushed him away and sat up. 

luo chenxi shook her head. ” no, i … i can’t go back with you. ” 

mu yichen did not expect that luo chenxi would still reject him even at a time like this. 

she could not help but clench her teeth. ” why? i’ve already said that the child is not a problem!” 

luo chenxi pursed her lips. 

she could guess that the doctor from harmony hospital did not hand over her complete medical record 

to mu yichen out of consideration for her privacy. 

this was out of good intentions, but it made her even more conflicted. 



how was she going to tell mu yichen about the child? 

Chapter 867: other than breaking up, i can accept everything 

 

a thousand words pressed down on his heart, and it was so heavy. 

at that moment, luo chenxi truly wished that the medical record in mu yichen’s hands was complete so 

that young master mu could know the truth in one go without her having to speak up personally. 

this way, no matter what kind of blow he suffered, he only had to endure it once. 

now, she was in a dilemma. 

luo chenxi opened her mouth. ” mu yichen, there’s something else i want to … want to tell you … ” 

mu yichen heaved a sigh. he felt that he had spent eighty percent of his patience on this stupid woman. 

“what else is there? go ahead. other than breaking up, i can accept anything else.” 

luo chenxi held it in for a long time, but she still could not bring herself to say it. 

mu yichen felt that something was amiss as well. he frowned again. ” what’s going on? don’t scare me. ” 
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luo chenxi bit her lip. ” i think … we should break up. ” 

mu yichen could only feel a gush of anger surging into his chest. he almost lost control of himself. ” luo 

chenxi, do you know what you’re saying? i’ve already made things so clear, and you still want to break 

up with me? what are you thinking about?” 

luo chenxi lowered her head and did not speak. 

mu yichen could accept the fact that she was infertile. 

however, if he knew that the reason for her infertility was because she had been pregnant with 

someone else’s child, would he still be like this? 

even if he could, she would be the only stain on mu yichen’s flawless life resume. 

in fact, it could even become a weapon used by enemies and opponents to attack mu yichen. 

“luo chenxi, i’m warning you for the last time. take back your words!” 

mu yichen pinched her shoulder forcefully. he was losing control of his strength due to his anger. 

luo chenxi felt a burst of pain, but she did not struggle. 

she could understand mu yichen’s rage. 

he also knew that he had to be honest. 

but today, she was not ready. 



luo chenxi’s silence completely infuriated mu yichen. 

he let go of luo chenxi and stood up at once. ” it seems like you really don’t have any feelings for me. i 

was just imagining things! it’s funny that i kept consoling myself and lying to myself that you actually 

loved me, but you rejected me because you had your own difficulties …” 

luo chenxi’s head was buzzing. she wanted to scream out loud and tell the man before her that she 

loved him. she loved him very much and would do anything for him! 

however, she still held back. 

what’s the point of saying all this now? 

she didn’t want to cause mu yichen to sink any deeper. 

mu yichen stared at her pale little face, anticipating what she would say to refute him. 

even if it was a lie that did not carry the slightest bit of truth, it would at least give him some comfort. 

however, he did not. 

the radiance in mu yichen’s eyes dimmed bit by bit. 

in the end, he snorted coldly and squeezed out a sentence from between his teeth, ” “alright, if this is 

what you really want …” 

he left behind a profound message and took a glance at luo chenxi. 

he turned around and strode away. 

this time, he did not turn back. 

luo chenxi was shocked when she heard the sound of the anti-theft door being slammed shut. 

the tears that had been swirling in her eyes finally could not help but fall. 

mu yichen was such a proud person, yet he had been rejected by her so many times. surely, there was 

no turning back this time, was there? 

it was really, really over between them. 

he was finally going to wake up from this dream. 

Chapter 868: every time she sees you, her eyes will light up 

 

mu yichen left luo chenxi’s apartment in a fit of pique. 

he got into his sports car and sped away. 

it would have taken him 20 minutes to get back to the mu family’s villa, but it only took him less than 

ten minutes. 



he didn’t close the window, and the cold night wind from the race car blew into the car, making him 

calm down a little. 

when she returned to the mu family, she had yet to enter the door. 

he heard tan yueru’s voice coming from the villa. 

“yichen, you’re finally back. you’ve brought my daughter-in-law and granddaughter back? hurry, hurry, 

bring them in! i haven’t seen you for a few days, i missed you so much.” 

tan yueru did not see her son coming home that night. she called the company to ask and learned that 

mu yichen had gone to tian he road to pick up his wife. 

the huge stone in her heart finally fell to the ground. 
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her son and daughter-in-law’s cold war this time was so fierce that it looked like they might really break 

up, which really frightened her. 

good, good, it seemed like there was no danger. 

although her eldest son was a tsundere, he still knew how to give in to his wife at the critical moment. 

after hanging up the phone, tan yueru sat in the living room on the first floor for the whole night, hoping 

that her son would come back soon. 

in the end, it was already midnight, but there was still no news. 

tan yueru figured that mu yichen and luo chenxi might be spending the night at tianhe road and would 

only be back the next day. so, she was prepared to return to her room to sleep. 

just then, the sound of a car braking was heard at the door. 

she was overjoyed and took the initiative to welcome him. 

in the end, luo chenxi and the little dumpling were nowhere to be seen when the main door was 

opened. there was only mu yichen, who was alone with a face as dark as ink. 

tan yueru still didn’t believe it. she stuck her head out and looked at the door of the villa. 

the street lights in the mu family’s house were not broken, but there was no one else at the door other 

than her little brat. 

“mu yichen, where’s tang tang? where’s my daughter-in-law? didn’t you go to pick them up? why did 

you come back alone?” his words were full of disdain. 

mu yichen was in an extremely bad mood. he did not even have the time to care about tan yueru’s 

attitude. 

he said in a stiff tone,”what’s the point of me picking it up?” and they refused to come back with me? i 

can’t just knock them out and bring them back by force, can i?” 



tan yueru was stunned for a moment. ” your daughter-in-law refused to come back with you? ” why? did 

you say something wrong and offend her again? i knew that you wouldn’t be able to fool a girl with that 

cold face of yours! can you stop being so tsundere? don’t you know that the secret to wooing girls is to 

be shameless?” 

tan yueru scolded her eldest son with a resentful expression. 

she had created such good conditions for mu yichen by tricking her daughter-in-law into bringing the 

little dumpling over. 

mu yichen had no way of abducting her back even with such a good excuse and reason … 

mu yichen felt even more upset upon hearing those words. his face darkened as he retorted tan yueru. 

“mom, what’s the point of saying all this? how could i not know? i’m already shameless enough, but that 

stupid woman refuses to come back! maybe she doesn’t like me at all. what can i do? can i force her to 

like me?” 

tan yueru clicked her tongue and reached out to tap his forehead. 

“son, you really have a pig brain! why do you think that luo chenxi doesn’t like you? every time she sees 

you, her eyes will light up, you know? i’ve been through this before, so i can see it more clearly than you. 

why do you think i approve of her so much? it’s because she really likes you!” 

Chapter 869: do you think it’s easy for your mother to give birth to such a beautiful face? 

 

even though tan yueru often disdained mu yichen, how could she possibly not care about her eldest 

son? 

the most important requirement for her when choosing a wife was sincerity. 

had it not been for the fact that she could tell that luo chenxi really liked mu yichen, she would have 

acknowledged her as her goddaughter at most despite her admiration for her. she would not have 

insisted on her marrying mu yichen. 

mu yichen was in a fit of anger, so how could he possibly listen to her? 

he snorted coldly and said,”just because her eyes are shining, does that mean she likes me?” that stupid 

woman is obsessed with looks. she likes all good-looking people. why don’t i scratch this face and try 

again? you see if she will still look at me. ” 

tan yueru wished she could slap her son to death. 

“can you not curse yourself like this? do you think it’s easy for your mother to give birth to such a 

beautiful face? you dare to touch your own face?” 

despite mu yichen’s anger, he was almost blown away by madam tan’s imagination. 

what was the beauty of a flower and moon? 

boxn ov el. c o m 



was that how she used to describe her son? 

however, after being interrupted by tan yueru, the anger in his heart subsided a little. 

he took a deep breath and said, ” mom, that’s enough. don’t worry. how could i do something so stupid? 

i’m just casually saying. i’ll go upstairs first, you should rest early.” 

after he finished speaking, he turned around to leave. 

tan yueru quickly stopped him. ” wait, yichen. tell me, why didn’t my daughter-in-law come back with 

you? ” what did she say? you’re a man, so you’re not sensitive enough. you probably don’t understand 

the reason why she’s angry. tell mom, mom will give you some ideas.” 

mu yichen furrowed his brows. 

it was apparent that tan yueru was not aware of luo chenxi’s infertility. 

of course, based on mu yichen’s understanding of madam tan, it was unlikely that she would bear a 

grudge against luo chenxi over such a matter. however, he did not wish to reveal the woman’s privacy to 

everyone. 

mu yichen’s face was expressionless. ” there’s nothing much to say. i’m going to rest. ” 

tan yueru really couldn’t do anything to her eldest son, so she could only kick him. 

“alright, alright, alright, you’re good. hurry up and get lost! if you can’t coax your daughter-in-law back, 

then don’t ever appear in front of me again!” 

mu yichen did not take tan yueru’s threat seriously at all. he went upstairs and closed the door. 

that night, he stood on the balcony for a long, long time, unable to sleep. 

…… 

luo chenxi’s condition was worse than his. 

that night, she did not sleep. 

the next day, she sent the little dumpling to kindergarten with dark circles under her eyes. 

when she got home, she received a call from fang ziqian. 

“little wei xi, i’ve discovered something incredible! i went to yihe hospital this morning for a check-up on 

your uterus. in the end, the specialist we saw last time told me that someone went to her to check your 

medical record! she was forced to reveal a part of it … this, this, this … it must be young master mu 

investigating you! what do we do, what do we do?” 

fang ziqian was so anxious that she spoke quickly. 

luo chenxi heaved a faint sigh and consoled her, ” it’s alright. don’t be anxious. don’t worry. ” 

” how can i not be worried? what if young master mu … ” 

“mu yichen already knows about it.” luo chenxi said calmly. 



fang ziqian’s remaining words were stuck in her throat. 

after holding it in for a while, he said,”you, you, you … you’re not serious, are you?” then what’s wrong 

with you? did they make up? you and tang tang have returned to the mu family?” 

Chapter 870: she was already regretting it! 

 

“no, we’ve broken up,” luo chenxi replied indifferently. 

“what did you just say? you broke up?” 

fang ziqian could not help but shriek upon hearing luo chenxi’s words. 

she was still outside bai shixun’s office. there were many people around her. when they heard her 

scream, they looked at her in surprise. they could not understand why the usually calm secretary fang 

would make such a noise. 

however, fang ziqian did not have the time to think about all these. she kept asking luo chenxi questions 

in an attempt to find out what had happened. 

“does young master mu really despise you for having a child and not being able to get pregnant again 

and want to break up with you? that’s impossible! how did this happen? i’ve always thought that young 

master mu is the best man i’ve ever seen who pampers his wife the most. how could he …” 

luo chenxi had no intention of saying anything else. she only shook her head. ” mu yichen didn’t want to 

break up with me. i was the one who insisted on it. ” this matter is already in the past, don’t mention it 

again.” 

“but … little wei xi, you … you will definitely regret this!” 

fang ziqian didn’t know what to say. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

she understood luo chenxi’s concerns, but she still hoped that her best friend could let go of her 

concerns and lead a happy life. 

luo chenxi had already suffered too much injustice. 

she was worthy of having such an outstanding man like mu yichen. 

luo chenxi pursed her lips but did not speak. 

she was already regretting it! 

however, she didn’t want to turn back … 

after that day, mu yichen had truly stopped looking for luo chenxi. 

other than picking up the little dumpling every day, luo chenxi would be drawing at home. she would 

occasionally head to SL holdings or have afternoon tea with fang ziqian. 



everything was so peaceful, as if she had returned to the time when she had just married into the mu 

family. 

except … she didn’t have young master mu by her side. 

young master mu’s side was also calm. 

in fact, it was even calmer. 

mu yichen worked overtime in the office until late at night every day. he did not even go home most of 

the time. he spent the night in the lounge attached to the office. 

during this period, the mu group’s performance had been rising steadily, and the stock price had been 

soaring. 

on the other hand, mu yichen’s close friends and relatives were deeply worried. 

tan yueru would call luo chenxi every day in an attempt to put in a good word for her son. 

unfortunately, luo chenxi never picked up the call. instead, she passed the phone to the little dumpling. 

she hung up the phone immediately after the little dumpling finished talking to her grandmother. 

this made tan yueru very anxious. 

both sides had such a negative attitude. when would they reconcile? 

would her son and daughter-in-law really break up? 

mu yichen’s childhood friends had also discussed this issue in secret. bai shixun had even brought fang 

zixi to the Secret club with the intention of getting her to act on luo chenxi’s side to match the two of 

them together. 

however, every time fang ziqian asked luo chenxi out for a meal, luo chenxi would immediately stand up 

and leave the moment mu yichen’s name was mentioned. 

the situation became extremely awkward, and she could only give up. 

time slowly passed, and before he knew it, more than a week had passed. 

on that day, luo chenxi bought a large pile of fabric from the textile market. she called for a taxi to 

transport it back to her apartment. 

as soon as she entered the door, she heard the phone in her bag ring. 

luo chenxi was carrying all sorts of shopping bags. she finally managed to free up one of her hands. she 

picked up the phone without even looking at the screen. 

“hello, please speak.” 

an unfamiliar voice came from the other end of the phone. 

luo chenxi was stunned for two seconds. soon after, her expression changed. 

 


